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A Probabilistic Patch-Based Label Fusion Model
for Multi-Atlas Segmentation with Registration
Refinement: Application to Cardiac MR Images
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Nicholas S. Peters∗ and Daniel Rueckert

Abstract—The evaluation of ventricular function is important
for the diagnosis of cardiovascular diseases. It typically involves
measurement of the left ventricular (LV) mass and LV cavity
volume. Manual delineation of the myocardial contours is time-
consuming and dependent on the subjective experience of the
expert observer. In this paper, a multi-atlas method is proposed
for cardiac MR image segmentation. The proposed method is
novel in two aspects. First, it formulates a patch-based label
fusion model in a Bayesian framework. Second, it improves image
registration accuracy by utilising label information, which leads
to improvement of segmentation accuracy. The proposed method
was evaluated on a cardiac MR image set of 28 subjects. The
average Dice overlap metric of our segmentation is 0.92 for the
LV cavity, 0.89 for the RV cavity and 0.82 for the myocardium.
The results show that the proposed method is able to provide
accurate information for clinical diagnosis.

Index Terms—image segmentation, multi-atlas segmentation,
patch-based segmentation, image registration

I. INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of ventricular function is important for the

diagnosis of cardiovascular diseases, such as hypertrophic car-

diomyopathy (HCM), ischaemic heart disease (IHD), arrhyth-

mogenic right ventricular displasia (ARVD) etc. The evalua-

tion normally involves the measurement of ventricular mass

(VM), end-diastolic volume (EDV) and end-systolic volume

(ESV) from cardiac MR images. Conventionally, quantifica-

tion of these parameters mainly relies on manual delineation of

the myocardial contours, which is time-consuming and depen-

dent on the observer’s experience. Therefore, a great number of

semi-automatic or automatic approaches have been developed

for cardiac image segmentation [1]–[8]. Left ventricle (LV)

segmentation challenge competitions have been held twice,

respectively in 2009 and 2011 during the MICCAI conferences

[9], [10]. In addition, last year (2012), the MICCAI conference

has hosted a segmentation challenge competition for the right

ventricle (RV) [11], [12].
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Multi-atlas segmentation has been demonstrated to signif-

icantly improve segmentation accuracy compared to segmen-

tation based on a single atlas [13]–[16]. It utilises a set of

atlases that represent the inter-subject variability of the cardiac

anatomy. The target image to be segmented is registered to

each atlas and the propagated labels from multiple atlases are

combined to form a consensus segmentation. This method has

two advantages compared to single atlas propagation. First, it

accounts for the anatomical shape variability by using multi-

ple atlases. Second, it is robust because segmentation errors

associated with single atlas propagation can be averaged out

when combining multiple atlases. The consensus segmentation

is less likely to be affected, when an individual atlas does not

match the target image well or when serious registration errors

occur for an individual atlas. Its performance can be improved

by selecting a subset of atlases which look more similar to

the target image than the other images [17]–[19], or by using

weighted label fusion in which the contribution of each atlas

is either globally or locally weighted by its similarity to the

target image [20]–[23] or an estimated performance level of

this atlas [24].

Conventionally, the label at a voxel in the target image

is determined by combining the labels at the corresponding

voxels from each atlas. It assumes that the target image and

each atlas image has been accurately registered. Recently,

Coupé et al. proposed the patch-based segmentation method1

[25], [26]. The proposed method do not require non-rigid

image registration and only affine registration is performed to

align the atlas with the target. To account for image registration

errors, a number of patches (image sub-volumes) near the

atlas voxel are considered for label fusion. The underlying

assumption is that if the atlas patch and the target patch look

similar, they should also have a similar label. The similarity

between the target patch and the atlas patch is used to

determine the weights for the label fusion process. Patch-based

segmentation borrows the idea from non-local2 means image

denoising [27]–[29], which assumes that image information is

redundant. Therefore, an image patch can have similar patches

1In this paper, we consider the patch-based segmentation method as a
subcategory of the multi-atlas segmentation method, in which multiple patches
are used to weight the label fusion process.

2“Non-local” denotes that the patch weight and the estimation support is
only dependent on intensity similarity and is regardless of its distance from the
patch to the voxel of interest. It follows the nomenclature widely established
in the literature on image denoising and restoration [27].
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Fig. 1: The atlases and corresponding label maps are warped to the target image space using image registration. In order to

determine the label at a voxel (the red dot), a patch (the yellow rectangle) in the target image is compared to a number of

patches (the colourful rectangles) in the warped atlases. Each atlas patch is weighted according to its similarity and distance to

the target patch. The labels from all the atlas patches are combined to give the label estimate in the target image. The resulting

segmentation can be incorporated back into the image registration process to refine the registration results.

in the same image, which can even be very distant from the

first patch. The intensities of these patches are then averaged

for denoising. In the context of multi-atlas segmentation, since

all the atlases are at least roughly registered to the target

image, we only need to search for similar patches in a small

neighbourhood, instead of in the whole image.

Since then, numerous efforts have been made to improve

the performance of the patch-based segmentation method and

to apply it to various images. Rousseau et al. [30] proposed

a multi-point model for label fusion and compared it to the

point-wise model. Wang et al. [31] estimated the patch weight

by polynomial regression, where a regression model relates

the label to a function of the patch intensities. Tong et al. [32]

and Zhang et al. [33] respectively proposed to pursue a sparse

representation of the target patch from a dictionary of atlas

patches by minimising the L1-norm. Wang et al. [34] proposed

to correct for systematic errors by building two classifiers, re-

spectively for error detection and error correction. This method

yielded the best published results for hippocampus segmen-

tation so far. Recently, Wang et al. [35] also proposed to

estimate the optimal weight for label fusion by minimising the

expectation of the labelling error. Zhang et al. [36] proposed

to use an adaptive Markov random field (MRF) model based

on a map of registration confidence. Hu et al. [37] applied

patch-based segmentation to refine an initial segmentation

produced by an active appearance model (AAM). Wolz et

al. [38] proposed a hierarchical framework for label fusion and

applied it to multi-organ abdominal CT segmentation. Fonov

et al. [39] applied the patch-based method to segmentation

of brain structures. Eskildsen et al. [40] used the patch-based

method for brain extraction with a multi-resolution framework

to accelerate computation.

Despite the abundant literature on patch-based segmenta-

tion, most of the efforts have been focused on improving

the strategy for patch weight estimation [31]–[33], [35] or

customising the patch-based method to specific applications

[37]–[40]. However, a statistical model for patch-based label

fusion is still missing. Warfield et al. [24] pioneered early

work in this direction by proposing a Bayesian model for

integration of multiple segmentations. In this approach, each

segmentation is essentially regarded as a rater and the perfor-

mance (sensitivity and specificity) of each rater is estimated

in the EM framework. This method assigns a global weight to

each rater during label fusion and atlas intensity information

is not accounted by the model. Therefore, it is not applicable

to patch-based label fusion in its original form. Recently,

Sabuncu et al. [23] proposed a generative model for multi-

atlas label fusion. Iglesias et al. [41], [42] refined this model

to account for multi-modal images by incorporating a Gaussian

mixture model. This model accounts for intensity information

of each atlas. However, label fusion is performed accounting

for each single voxel only, without considering any patches.

Again, this is not a patch-based model.

The first contribution of this paper is the extension of

Sabuncu’s work: we propose a probabilistic model for patch-

based label fusion, which formulates the method in a statistical

Bayesian framework. We have noticed that Asman et al. almost

simultaneously proposed a statistical model for patch-based

label fusion, the non-local STAPLE [43], [44]. The difference

between Asman’s model and our model is that Asman’s model

is based on STAPLE and replaces the global rater performance

in STAPLE with local rater performance, which is estimated

by patch-based similarity. In contrast, our model constructs

the relationship between target patch and atlas patches by
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introducing an auxiliary mapping field and analytically derive

a solution to the maximisation of a posteriori probability

(MAP) problem. In addition, our model considers not only

patch-based similarity, but also accounts for the registration

uncertainty between target and atlas, which also has an impact

on label fusion.

The second contribution of this paper is that we improve

the registration accuracy for each atlas by incorporating in-

termediate label information into image registration. We refer

to this strategy as “registration refinement”. The underlying

rationale is that we regard multi-atlas label fusion as a clas-

sifier ensemble, in which each atlas acts as a classifier and

the opinions from all the atlases are fused. Intuitively, if the

registration performance of each atlas can be improved, the

classifier ensemble should also perform better. Some groups

have proposed to use non-rigid registration instead of affine

registration in patch-based label fusion [30], [35], [38], [41],

[42]. In this work, we incorporate label information into a

non-rigid registration framework to improve accuracy, since

discrete labels can be less ambiguous than intensity values

in differentiating tissue types. Experiments have demonstrated

that by introducing label information, the method outperforms

image registration using intensity information only.

Our method was evaluated on a cardiac MR data set of

28 subjects. Experiments have shown that the method signif-

icantly improves the segmentation accuracy for the LV, RV

and myocardium. Compared to ground truth segmentation, the

Dice metrics of our method is 0.92 for the LV cavity, 0.89 for

the RV cavity and 0.82 for the myocardium. We also measure

the clinical indices commonly used for assessing ventricular

function based on the automated segmentation. The results

demonstrate good agreement with manual measurements. In

addition, we compared our method to some other published

methods and evaluated its performance on the MICCAI RV

Segmentation Challenge data set [11], [12].

II. METHODS

A. Framework

Consider an image I = {I(x)|x ∈ Ω}, where x denotes the

voxel and Ω ⊂ R
3 denotes the lattice on which the image is

defined. The goal of segmentation is to estimate a label map L

associated with the image I , in which each voxel is assigned

a discrete label. The label takes discrete values from 1 to L,
representing a number of tissue classes.

In a multi-atlas segmentation method, we have a number

of atlases {In|n = 1, · · · , N} with corresponding label maps

{Ln|n = 1, · · · , N} already known. We register the target

image I with each of the atlases In and infer a label map L′
n

from this atlas. Combining the warped label maps from all the

atlases, a fused label map is generated as the segmentation.

Figure 1 illustrates the proposed method.

B. Patch-based Label Fusion Model

In this section, we present the probabilistic patch-based

label fusion model. It is an extension of the generative model

proposed by Sabuncu et al [23]. Sabuncu’s model assumes

that each voxel in the target image is generated from a

corresponding voxel in one of the atlases. By introducing

this one-to-one mapping from target voxel to atlas voxel, the

multi-atlas segmentation problem can be nicely formulated

in a Bayesian framework, where a posteriori probability is

maximised. This model inherently assumes that the image

registration is accurate, so that the mapping from the target

voxel to the voxel in the warped atlas is valid.

However, in reality, image registration may not be perfect. If

there is slight spatial mismatch between the target image and

the warped atlas image, then the target voxel may correspond

to a shifted position in the atlas. To account for this registration

error, we consider a number of voxels in a local neighbourhood

in the atlas, as the potential matches for the target voxel.

In addition, we replace the voxels by patches since the

computation of intensity similarity based on a patch may be

more robust than that based on a single voxel. The label in

the target image is determined by comparing the target patch

to atlas patches and then combining the patch labels. This is a

patch-based segmentation method as in [26], [30]. A main

contribution of this work is that we formulate patch-based

label fusion in a probabilistic Bayesian framework.

1) The Bayesian Model: We will present the image reg-

istration method in the next section. Here, we assume that

the transformation Φn between the target image I and the

atlas image In has already been computed. We can then warp

the atlas image and the corresponding label map to the target

space. Let I ′n(x) ≡ In(Φn(x)) denote the warped atlas image

and L′
n(x) ≡ Ln(Φn(x)) denote the warped label map.

In this model, we assume that each voxel x in the target

image is generated from a corresponding voxel x + ∆x in

one of the warped atlas images3. ∆x denotes the registration

error between the target image and the warped atlas image.

We introduce a random vector field M : Ω → {1, · · · , N} ×
{1, · · · ,K} to represent the mapping from each target voxel

to its corresponding voxel in an atlas. N andK namely denote

the number of atlases and the number of candidate voxels in a

local neighbourhood.M is a vector field on the 3D lattice Ω. It
is vector-valued and has the same size as the target image. At

each voxel x ∈ Ω, the first element of M(x) maps this voxel x

to an atlas, whereas the second element maps it to a candidate

voxel. For instance, if we use a 3×3×3 neighbourhood centred

at x in the atlas image, there are 27 candidate voxels. Then

M(x) = [2, 5] denotes that the target voxel x corresponds

to the 2nd atlas image and to the 5th candidate voxel in the

neighbourhood around x. In Sabuncu’s model, the mapping

M(x) for voxel x is a scalar, which denotes the index of an

atlas [23]. In our model, we extendM(x) to be a vector, which
maps voxel x to a specific patch from an atlas. This feature

enables us to account for the registration error and model the

patch-based method in a Bayesian framework. This is the main

difference between the two models.

The goal of segmentation is to estimate a label map L, given

the image I and the atlas set {I ′n, L′
n|n = 1, · · · , N}. It can

be estimated by maximising a posteriori probability (MAP) of

3Note that the atlas image has already been warped into target space and
the only difference comes from the registration error. Therefore, voxel x in
the target image corresponds to voxel x + ∆x in the warped atlas image,
instead of to Φ(x) + ∆x.
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the label map conditioned on the target image and the atlas

set,

L̂ =argmax
L

P (L|I, {I ′n, L′
n})

= argmax
L

P (I, L|{I ′n, L′
n})

P (I|{I ′n, L′
n})

= argmax
L

P (I, L|{I ′n, L′
n}) , (1)

where L̂ denotes the estimate of the label map L. The term

P (I|{I ′n, L′
n}) is regarded as a constant and can be dropped

in maximisation.

Introducing the mapping field M , the joint probability to

observe the target image and label map {I, L} conditioned on

M can be written as,

P (I, L|M, {I ′n, L′
n})

=
∏

x∈Ω

P (I(x), L(x)|M(x), {I ′n, L′
n})

=
∏

x∈Ω

P (I(x)|M(x), {I ′n, L′
n}) · P (L(x)|M(x), {I ′n, L′

n})

=
∏

x∈Ω

P (I(x)|M(x), {I ′n}) · P (L(x)|M(x), {L′
n}) . (2)

The first line above arises from the fact that once the mapping

field M is known, each target voxel becomes conditionally

independent, whose distribution is only determined by the atlas

voxel that it maps to. Another effect of introducing M is that

the intensity distribution and the label distribution becomes

conditionally independent as well. The intensity distribution

at a voxel is only dependent on the intensity of the atlas

voxel that it maps to, whereas the label distribution at a voxel

is also only dependent on the label map around that atlas

voxel. Therefore, they are conditionally independent and the

second and third lines of the equation arise. The conditional

probabilities P (I(x)|M(x), {I ′n}) and P (L(x)|M(x), {L′
n})

will be analytically expressed in the following sections.

The probability that we want to maximise in Eq. (1) can

then be calculated by marginalising the conditional probability

w.r.t. M ,

P (I, L|{I ′n, L′
n})

=
∑

M

P (M) · P (I, L|M, {I ′n, L′
n})

=
∑

M

P (M) ·
∏

x∈Ω

P (I(x)|M(x), {I ′n}) · P (L(x)|M(x), {L′
n}) ,

(3)

which is formed of the prior probability of the mapping field

M , the conditional probability of the intensity I(x) and the

conditional probability of the label L(x). We are going to

describe the intensity likelihood and the probability likelihood

in the next two subsections.

2) Intensity Likelihood: The mapping vector at voxel x is

M(x) = [M1(x),M2(x)]
T , which means that voxel x in the

target image is generated from the M1-th atlas and from the

M2-th candidate voxel. We assume that the only difference

between the target voxel and the atlas voxel is caused by

Gaussian noise. Given M(x), the conditional probability of

intensity I(x) can be written as,

P (I(x)|M(x), {I ′n})

=
1√
2πσ1

exp
{

− 1

2σ2
1

[

I(x)− I ′M1
(x+∆M2

)
]2
}

, (4)

where ∆M2
denotes the shift between the centre voxel x

and the M2-th candidate voxel, I(x) and I ′M1
(x + ∆M2

)
respectively denote the intensities at the target voxel and the

corresponding atlas voxel, and finally σ1 denotes the standard

deviation of the Gaussian distribution.

The assumption of the Gaussian distribution is proposed due

to its simplicity. It has to be noted that the Rician distribution

is a more accurate model for intensity noise in MR images and

the Gaussian distribution is a good approximation to the Rician

distribution if the signal-to-noise ratio is high [45]. Also, since

image interpolation is involved in the warping of the atlas

image, the noise at each voxel is likely to be correlated. In

addition, inhomogeneities and motion artefacts in cardiac MR

images are not accounted here.

In order to yield a more robust estimate, we can compute

the intensity likelihood based on a small patch instead of a

single voxel4,

P (I(x)|M(x), {I ′n})

≈ 1√
2πσ1

exp
{

− 1

2σ2
1 |S(x)|

∑

y∈S(x)

[

I(y)− I ′M1
(y +∆M2

)
]2
}

,

(5)

where S(x) denotes a patch centred at x, |S(x)| denotes the
number of voxels in S(x). Here, the intensity difference of

a single voxel is replaced by the mean squared difference in

the patch S(x). This is another difference of our model from

Sabuncu’s model in [23]. Because we assume that the intensity

difference at a voxel, [I(x) − I ′M1
(x + ∆M2

)], follows a

Gaussian distribution, the mean squared difference follows the

χ2(S(n)) distribution with S(n) degrees of freedom. Accord-

ing to the central limit theorem, it asymptotically converges to

a normal distribution when S(n) grows larger. Therefore, in

Eq. (5), we approximately model the mean squared difference

also using a normal distribution.

3) Label Likelihood: The label probability distribution

models the potential registration error between the target

image and the warped atlas. As a result, the target patch

may correspond to an atlas patch which is possibly translated.

For mathematical simplicity, we assume that registration error

obeys normal distribution. Therefore, the conditional proba-

bility of label L(x) can be written as,

P (L(x) = l|M(x), {L′
n})

=
1√
2πσ2

exp
{

− 1

2σ2
2

|∆M2
|2
}

· δl,LM1
(x+∆M2

) , (6)

where |∆M2
| denotes the magnitude of the shift vector ∆M2

between target patch and atlas patch, and δi,j denotes the

Kronecker delta, which is equal to one when i = j and equal

to zero whenever i 6= j. The Kronecker delta is introduced so

4This is an engineering consideration. It is not mathematically strict.
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that the label likelihood is non-zero if and only if this label l

is equal to the label of the atlas voxel. The more distant the

atlas patch is, the less impact it will have on the label.

Recently, several groups have proposed methods to esti-

mate registration uncertainties within a Bayesian framework.

Risholm et al. [46], [47] proposed to use Markov Chain

Monte Carlo (MCMC) to estimate the posterior distribution of

transformation, which allows non-parametric modelling of the

registration uncertainty but can be computationally expensive.

Simpson et al. [48], [49] proposed to infer an approximate pos-

terior distribution of transformation parameters (for example,

control point displacements for B-spline registration) using

variational Bayes (VB). The distribution of the transformation

parameters are assumed to be multivariate normal distribution.

Since the displacement at each voxel is essentially a weighted

sum of the transformation parameters within its support region,

the registration uncertainty for the voxel can also be estimated

and follows a normal distribution. In this work, we also assume

that registration error obeys normal distribution5.

4) Maximum A Posteriori (MAP): Let us assume thatM(x)
is uniformly distributed for all x ∈ Ω,

P (M(x)) =
1

N |Ω| ·K |Ω|
, x ∈ Ω.

As a result, the posterior probability in Eq. (3) can be

maximised independently for each voxel,

L̂(x) = argmax
l

N
∑

M1=1

K
∑

M2=1

P (I(x)|M(x), {I ′n})

·P (L(x) = l|M(x), {L′
n}) . (7)

This can be viewed as weighted voting, where each of the K

patches from each of the N atlases has a vote for the label l.

Their votes are weighted according to the intensity similarity

and the shift between the target patch and the atlas patch. The

label with the highest vote is then selected. If K = 1, the
method degenerates to a local-weighted label fusion model

similar to the model in [20], where the registration error is

not considered and only one patch is taken from each atlas.

This method is a local means method since the weight term

is depending on the distance between the target patch and the

atlas patch. However, if we do not weight the distance and

disregard the label likelihood term in Eq. (7) 6, this method

becomes a non-local means method and can be viewed as the

patch-based segmentation method proposed in [26] or in [30].

In [26], the non-local means estimator is a binary case of

Eq. (7). The label is either foreground or background and the

target label is determined by thresholding the average label

value by 0.5.

5Let ereg,i(x) denote the registration error at voxel x for atlas i and let
eseg,i(x) denote the segmentation error at this voxel due to the registration
error. In [31], [35], Wang et al. focuses on the segmentation error eseg,i(x)
and estimates the optimal weights by minimising the total expected segmen-
tation error, whereas our work focuses on the registration error ereg,i(x) and
reduces weights for distant patches. Both works aim to account for the error
in the warped atlas label map. However, the definition of the error term and
the way to incorporate the error term is different.

6If σ2 → +∞, the label likelihood in Eq. (6) tends to be a uniform
distribution and can be disregarded.

In label fusion, we can generate a probabilistic label map

P
L̂
at the meantime,

P
L̂
(x) = [P

L̂,1(x), PL̂,2(x), · · · , PL̂,L(x)]
T , (8)

where P
L̂
(x) denotes the probabilistic vector at voxel x, the

l-th element of the vector P
L̂,l

(x) denotes the probability to

be the l-th tissue class and it is given by the summation in

Eq. (7). The probabilistic label map will be used for image

registration refinement in the next section.

C. Registration Refinement

In this section, we present the registration method which

estimates the transformation between the target image and

the atlas. Most existing methods consider registration sepa-

rately from segmentation, where registration is solely based

on information from intensity images. However, registration

and segmentation are closely related and the solution of one

can greatly assist in the computation of the other [50]–[53].

It has been shown that incorporating label information into

the registration measure can significantly improve registration

accuracy, compared to using intensity information only [52].

In this paper, we incorporate the consensus segmentation

result into image registration in order to improve registration

accuracy. With the improved registration, multi-atlas label

fusion can be improved consequently. We name the strategy as

“registration refinement”. As far as we know, this is the first

time that the consensus segmentation is fed back to image

registration in a multi-atlas based approach. This is another

contribution of this work.

The cost function for image registration is defined as,

Φ̂n = argmax
Φn

f(I, In(Φn)) + ω · g(P
L̂
, PLn

(Φn)) , (9)

where Φn denotes the transformation between the target image

and the n-th atlas. It is modelled by a free-form deformation

based on B-splines [54]. f(·, ·) denotes the similarity metric

between two intensity images, g(·, ·) denotes the similarity

metric between two probabilistic label maps and ω balances

the weight. Figure 2 illustrates the intensity images and the

probabilistic label maps respectively for target and atlas.

We use normalised mutual information (NMI) as the simi-

larity metric for the intensity images, which is widely used in

the image registration domain and is efficient to calculate [55].

We also tried mean squared difference (MSD) as the similarity

metric for image registration and found that NMI performed

slightly better.

The probabilistic label map for the target image P
L̂

is

computed when weighted label fusion is performed, whereas

the probabilistic label map for the n-th atlas PLn
is produced

from the discrete label map Ln,

PLn
(x) = [δ1,Ln(x), δ2,Ln(x), · · · , δL,Ln(x)]

T . (10)

The probabilistic vector PLn
(x) takes discrete values. How-

ever, since interpolation is involved, the transformed vector

PLn
(Φ(x)) will take continuous values. Linear interpolation

is used because it is fast to compute.
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(a) Target I (b) Prob P
L̂,1

(c) Prob P
L̂,2

(d) Prob P
L̂,3

(e) Prob P
L̂,4

(f) Atlas In (g) Prob PLn,1 (h) Prob PLn,2

(i) Prob PLn,3 (j) Prob PLn,4

Fig. 2: The intensity images and the probabilistic label maps

for target and atlas. The probabilistic label map is a vector-

valued image. The four components of the probability vector

are namely background, RV, myocardium and LV. The tar-

get probabilistic label map is estimated during label fusion,

whereas the atlas probabilistic label map is produced from

manual labelling. Image registration will use both intensity

information and label information.

The similarity metric between the probabilistic maps P
L̂

and PLn
(Φn) is defined as,

g(P
L̂
, PLn

(Φn)) =
∑

x∈Ω

〈P
L̂
(x), PLn

(Φn(x))〉 , (11)

where 〈·, ·〉 denotes the inner product of two vectors. We

name this metric as probabilistic label consistency. When

two probabilistic maps exactly match, the probabilistic label

consistency yields one. This metric is a continuous version of

the label consistency metric proposed in [56], which is defined

as an overlap metric between two discrete label maps.

An alternative is to generate a discrete label map after label

fusion from the hard segmentation and use the discrete label

consistency metric in the cost function Eq. (9). The reason

why we use the probabilistic label consistency instead of the

discrete one is that we want to preserve the probabilistic

information after label fusion, which is a soft segmentation.

It has to be noted that although the label fusion model in the

previous section is derived in a Bayesian framework, the image

registration part is defined in a more ad-hoc way.

The rationale behind the proposed cost function Eq. (9)

is that if the target image and the atlas image share the

same anatomical structure and topology, and the ground truth

label maps for them are both known, there should be an

optimal transformation Φ, which simultaneously maps the

target intensity image I to atlas intensity image In and the

target label map PL to atlas label map PLn
, i.e.

Φ̂n = argmax
Φn

f(I, In(Φn)) + ω · g(PL, PLn
(Φn)) . (12)

Because labels can be less ambiguous than intensity values in

differentiating tissue classes (for example, the same intensity

value in an image may correspond to different classes but the

same label will not), the incorporation of label information

into the cost function is likely to result in a more accurate

registration between the two anatomies. However, since the

target label map PL is still unknown, we approximate it

using the estimated label map P
L̂

and substitute Eq. (12)

by Eq. (9) in the optimisation. Since the estimate P
L̂
comes

from multi-atlas label fusion, it may be a good approximation

to the ground truth PL, if the majority of the target-to-atlas

registrations are good.
Image registration is initialised by using intensity images

only with ω = 0. Using the initial registration results, label

fusion is performed and the target probabilistic label map P
L̂

is obtained. Then, image registration will use both intensity

images and probabilistic label maps in order to improve regis-

tration accuracy. We refer to this as “registration refinement”.

Afterwards, the method can iterate between label fusion and

registration refinement until convergence (for example, when

the change of the label map estimate becomes small):

1) Label fusion is performed, using the registration results

to warp the atlases.

2) Registration refinement is performed, using the target

probabilistic label map estimated from previous label

fusion as input.

The two steps respectively update label fusion using more

accurate registration and then update registration using more

accurate label information, in the hope that more accurate

registration can result in a more accurate label estimate, and

vice versa. In the following experiments, however, we will

show that after just one iteration, segmentation performance

is already significantly increased.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Data

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed

segmentation method, we tested it on a short-axis cardiac

MR (CMR) data set of 28 subjects using leave-one-out cross

validation. When each image is segmented, the other 27

images with corresponding label maps are regarded as the atlas

set. The CMR data were acquired on a 1.5T Philips Achieva

system (Best, Netherlands) using a 32-channel coil and the

balanced-steady state free precession (b-SSFP) sequence. Im-

ages in the left ventricular short-axis plane were acquired using

the following parameters: field-of-view, 320×320mm; repeti-

tion time (TR), 3.0ms; echo time (TE), 1.5ms; shot duration,
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(a) Subject 1 ED (b) Subject 1 ES (c) Manual 1 ED (d) Manual 1 ES

(e) Subject 2 ED (f) Subject 2 ES (g) Manual 2 ED (h) Manual 2 ES

(i) Subject 3 ED (j) Subject 3 ES (k) Manual 3 ED (l) Manual 3 ES

(m) Subject 4 ED (n) Subject 4 ES (o) Manual 4 ED (p) Manual 4 ES

Fig. 3: Some examples of the testing images and corresponding

manual labelling at end-diastole (ED) and end-systole (ES). As

can be seen, the cardiac anatomical shape is highly variable

across subjects.

50ms; number of cardiac phases, 30; section thickness, 8mm

with a 2mm gap. The reconstructed MR images are of dimen-

sion 288×288×12, with voxel spacing 1.23×1.23×10mm.

The LV cavity, LV myocardium and the RV cavity were

manually labelled by two experienced imaging scientists for

both ED and ES frames. 10 subjects were labelled by one

observer, whereas the other 18 were labelled by the other

observer. Each subject was labelled exactly once. Figure 3

displays the images and corresponding manual labellings for

some example subjects. As can be seen, the cardiac anatomical

shape is highly variable across subjects.

B. Parameter Settings

Six subjects were randomly selected. The diastolic frames

of these subjects were used as the training set for parameter

tuning. First we tuned the parameters for label fusion, without

applying the registration refinement. σ1 = 50, σ2 = 1.5mm

and a 2D patch size of 4×4mm (3×3×1voxels) were found to

perform well on the training set. We also tested a 3D patch size

of 4×4×30mm (3×3×3voxels) and found that the 2D patch

size performed better. This is probably because the 2D patch

is large enough to capture the local geometry but not too large

to lose localisation, whereas the 3D patch is too elongated due

to the large slice thickness of 10mm. The neighbourhood for

the atlas patches were set to ±2σ2 around the centre voxel,

since we assume a Gaussian distribution for the registration

error and it decays to negligible levels after 2σ2.

Fig. 4: Effect of the size of atlas subset on segmentation

accuracy. The accuracy is evaluated using the Dice overlap

metric between automatic segmentation results and manual

label maps for the training set. The Dice metric is displayed

for the LV cavity, myocardium and the RV cavity respectively.

In order to save computation and discard dissimilar atlases

in label fusion, we use the atlas selection strategy as proposed

in [17]. All the atlases are first registered to the target image

using affine transformation, which is computationally fast.

After affine registration, only a subset of atlases that are most

similar to the target image in terms of normalised mutual

information (NMI) are selected and used in the next stage

of non-rigid registration and label fusion, since non-rigid

registration is computationally more expensive. Atlas selection

also has the benefit that some very dissimilar atlases can be

discarded before label fusion, therefore segmentation accuracy

is not affected by these atlases. Figure 4 shows the effect of

the size of atlas subset on segmentation accuracy. It shows that

for the training set, the segmentation performance climbs up as

more atlases are used until it gradually levels. After 15 atlases,

using more atlases results in only trivial improvement or even

slight decline of performance, because atlases dissimilar to the

target image begin to be introduced. Aljabar et al. reported a

similar trend in [17]. In the following experiments, we will

select 15 atlases for label fusion.

After we fixed the parameters for label fusion, we tuned the

parameters for registration refinement, including the weight

term ω and the number of iterations. ω = 1.5 was found to

perform well. The number of iterations for registration refine-

ment was set to 1, because we found that the improvement

due to introducing the label information is most significant

after the first iteration but becomes less pronounced during

further iterations, as shown in Figure 5. The reason is that at

the first iteration, we start to introduce label information into

the registration so the cost function has changed considerably.

Afterwards, the change of the cost function is only due to an

updated label map which is less drastic. Each iteration involves

re-running registration for all the selected atlases, which is

computationally expensive. Therefore, one iteration is a good

compromise which improves segmentation accuracy without

increasing the computational burden too much.

We have also found that after about 5 iterations, the algo-
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Fig. 5: Effect of the iterative registration refinement on seg-

mentation accuracy evaluated using the Dice metric, using

ω = 1.5. Iteration 0 denotes the initial non-rigid registration

using intensity images only. Improvement due to introducing

the label information is most significant after the first iteration

but becomes less pronounced during further iterations.

rithm starts to converge. The reason is that as the change of

the label map estimate becomes small, the deformation field

Φ only changes little during image registration. After a few

iterations, it even stops changing because the change of the

registration cost function is so small that the gradient descent

algorithm converges to a local solution. As a result, in the next

update of the label estimate, the label estimate P
L̂
also stops

changing. However, it is difficult to obtain an analytical proof

of the convergence and its properties due to the complexity of

this interleaved problem.

TABLE I: Comparison of the Dice overlap metric for a combi-

nation of different registration and label fusion strategies. The

bold text denotes the highest value in each table. NRR stands

for non-rigid registration with refinement.

(a) Left Ventricle

Registration Strategy

Fusion Strategy Affine Non-Rigid NRR

Majority voting 0.846 0.905 0.915

Local-weighted 0.879 0.907 0.914

Patch-based 0.887 0.910 0.915

(b) Right Ventricle

Registration Strategy

Fusion Strategy Affine Non-Rigid NRR

Majority voting 0.811 0.870 0.884

Local-weighted 0.841 0.871 0.885

Patch-based 0.850 0.874 0.886

(c) Myocardium

Registration Strategy

Fusion Strategy Affine Non-Rigid NRR

Majority voting 0.662 0.800 0.818

Local-weighted 0.736 0.807 0.819

Patch-based 0.752 0.814 0.824

C. Segmentation Accuracy

We performed segmentation for all the 28 subjects using

a combination of different registration and label fusion strate-

gies. Registration strategies include affine registration (Affine),

non-rigid registration (NonRigid) and non-rigid registration

with refinement (NRR). Label fusion strategies include major-

ity voting (MV), local-weighted label fusion (LW) and patch-

based label fusion (PB). By “local-weighted label fusion”,

we mean that in Equation (7), K = 1 and the weight is

determined only by the similarity between the target patch and

a single atlas patch. By “patch-based label fusion”, we mean

that multiple atlas patches in a neighbourhood are considered

in order to account for the registration error. In the following

comparison, we will name each method by concatenating the

registration and label fusion names. For example, “NRR-PB”

denotes using non-rigid registration with refinement (NRR)

and patch-based label fusion (PB).

The Dice overlap metric between the automatic segmen-

tation and the manual labelling is computed to evaluate

segmentation accuracy. Table I lists the mean Dice metric

for different registration and label fusion strategies. The Dice

metric is averaged over the 28 subjects and over the ED and ES

frames. As we can see from the table, NRR-PB consistently

provides the highest Dice metric for all the three tissue classes,

namely the left ventricle, right ventricle and myocardium,

because this method not only refines registration accuracy but

also accounts for potential registration errors in label fusion.

Affine-MV results in the lowest Dice metric, because affine

registration may not be very accurate and majority voting does

not consider the intensity similarity and the registration error

between target and atlas.

When we compare methods using the same label fusion

strategy (each row in the table), more accurate registration

results in higher segmentation accuracy. For example, when

PB is used for label fusion, the mean Dice metric of the

LV is 0.915 for NRR-PB, which is significantly higher than

0.887 for Affine-PB (p < 0.001) and 0.910 for NonRigid-

PB (p < 0.001). When we compare methods using the same

registration strategy (each column in the table), the segmen-

tation accuracy increases as the label fusion strategy becomes

more sophisticated. For example, when affine registration is

used, the Dice metric of the LV is 0.846 for Affine-MV, 0.879

for Affine-LW and 0.887 for Affine-PB. The Dice metric of

Affine-PB is significantly higher than Affine-MV (p < 0.001)
and Affine-LW (p < 0.001).
We have also found that when registration becomes very

accurate, different label fusion strategies do not make a big

difference in segmentation performance. When NRR is used,

the Dice metrics for MV, LW and PB become very close,

for example, namely 0.915, 0.914 and 0.915 for the LV,

without statistical difference (p > 0.1). When the registration

is less accurate, however, the difference between different label

fusion strategies becomes more evident. For example, when

affine registration is used, Affine-PB significantly outperforms

Affine-MV, especially for the myocardium (p < 0.001).
In a recent paper on cardiac image segmentation [8], Zhuang

et al used a locally affine registration method (LARM) to

propagate a single average atlas to the target image. They

reported that the mean Dice metric was 0.92 for the LV, 0.87

for the RV and 0.77 for the myocardium. Our results are

comparable to theirs for the LV, slightly better for the RV
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and also better for the myocardium. It has to be noted that

Zhuang’s experiments were based on a different image set

of 1×1×1mm isotropic resolution, whereas our images are

short-axis stacks with a much lower anisotropic resolution of

1.23×1.23×10mm. However, Zhuang et al performed whole

heart segmentation (four chambers and myocardium) by using

a detailed whole heart atlas, whereas we only performed

segmentation for the LV, RV and myocardium.

TABLE II: Comparison of the mean distance error (unit: mm)

for a combination of different registration and label fusion

strategies. The bold text denotes the smallest distance in each

table. NRR stands for non-rigid registration with refinement.

(a) Left Ventricle Endocardium

Registration Strategy

Fusion Strategy Affine Non-Rigid NRR

Majority voting 2.44 1.39 1.29

Local-weighted 1.72 1.34 1.28

Patch-based 1.62 1.31 1.26

(b) Left Ventricle Epicardium

Registration Strategy

Fusion Strategy Affine Non-Rigid NRR

Majority voting 2.65 1.68 1.49

Local-weighted 2.37 1.63 1.48

Patch-based 2.34 1.63 1.49

(c) Right Ventricle Endocardium

Registration Strategy

Fusion Strategy Affine Non-Rigid NRR

Majority voting 2.97 1.94 1.70

Local-weighted 2.25 1.84 1.69

Patch-based 2.19 1.81 1.68

TABLE III: Comparison of the maximum distance error (unit:

mm) for a combination of different registration and label

fusion strategies. The bold text denotes the smallest distance

in each table. NRR stands for non-rigid registration with

refinement.

(a) Left Ventricle Endocardium

Registration Strategy

Fusion Strategy Affine Non-Rigid NRR

Majority voting 10.16 8.41 7.27

Local-weighted 10.24 8.49 7.32

Patch-based 9.83 7.99 7.27

(b) Left Ventricle Epicardium

Registration Strategy

Fusion Strategy Affine Non-Rigid NRR

Majority voting 12.66 10.54 9.49

Local-weighted 13.30 11.48 9.47

Patch-based 13.25 10.94 9.35

(c) Right Ventricle Endocardium

Registration Strategy

Fusion Strategy Affine Non-Rigid NRR

Majority voting 14.00 12.74 12.18

Local-weighted 14.31 13.20 12.15

Patch-based 14.11 12.98 12.23

Tables II and III respectively lists the mean and the max-

imum distance error (the Hausdorff distance) between the

manually delineated surface and the surface given by our seg-

mentation for different registration and label fusion strategies.

In terms of the mean distance error, when the same registration

strategy is used, the patch-based label fusion almost always

outperforms the other two. For example, in Table II, the mean

distance error of the LV endocardium is 1.62 mm for Affine-

PB, which is significantly lower than 1.72 mm for Affine-LW

(p < 0.001) and 2.44 mm for Affine-MV (p < 0.001). In
addition, NRR always improves the performance compared

to the other two registration strategies. For example, the mean

distance error of the LV endocardium is 1.26 mm for NRR-PB,

which is significantly lower than 1.31 mm for NonRigid-PB

(p < 0.01) and 1.62 mm for Affine-PB (p < 0.001).
The maximum statistic is more sensitive to outliers than the

mean. Looking at the maximum distance error in Table III,

we have observed that sometimes the patch-based label fusion

may not result in the lowest distance error when the same

registration is used. However, when the same label fusion

strategy is used, NRR still always outperforms the other two

registrations. For example, the maximum distance error of the

LV endocardium is 7.27 mm for NRR-PB, significantly lower

than 7.99 mm for NonRigid-PB (p < 0.01) and 9.83 mm for

Affine-PB (p < 0.001).
Figure 6 displays an example of the segmentation results

for different registration and label fusion strategies. It shows

that both NRR-PB and NRR-MV perform well in all the three

slices. NonRigid-PB performs well on the mid-ventricular

slice. However, on the apical slice, it produces broken my-

ocardium segmentation. Similarly, NonRigid-MV performs

well on the mid-ventricular slice but produces disconnected

label maps on the basal and apical slices. Affine-PB and

Affine-MV perform even worse on the basal and apical slices.

We have found that all the methods perform well on the mid-

ventricular slice because on this slice the contrast between

the myocardium, the blood pool and the background is very

strong. The apical slice is more difficult to segment, since the

contrast of the myocardium becomes low.

TABLE IV: Comparison of the computation time for different

registration strategies.

Affine Non-Rigid NRR

Per Atlas 15 sec 2 min 5 min

D. Computation Time

Table IV lists the computation time per atlas for each image

registration strategy. It took NRR about 5 minutes to perform

registration for one atlas, which is a little over twice the time

as for NonRigid. This is because NRR evaluates two terms in

the registration cost function, one for intensity information and

the other for label information, whereas NonRigid only eval-

uates the intensity term. Registrations for all the atlases were

performed parallel on a 32-core computing server. Therefore,

it took about 5 minutes for NRR to finish all the registrations

for 15 pre-selected atlases. Considering there are more and

more affordable desktop computers equipped with 8 or 16

CPU cores these days, performing multi-atlas segmentation

for clinical applications becomes practical in terms of time.

Although NonRigid-PB takes less time, NRR-PB can lead
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(a) Basal (b) Manual (c) NRR-PB (d) NRR-MV (e) NonRigid-PB (f) NonRigid-MV (g) Affine-PB (h) Affine-MV

(i) Mid-ventricular (j) Manual (k) NRR-PB (l) NRR-MV (m) NonRigid-PB (n) NonRigid-MV (o) Affine-PB (p) Affine-MV

(q) Apical (r) Manual (s) NRR-PB (t) NRR-MV (u) NonRigid-PB (v) NonRigid-MV (w) Affine-PB (x) Affine-MV

Fig. 6: Comparison of the segmentation results for different registration and label fusion strategies. Top to bottom: the basal,

mid-ventricular and apical slices from one of the subjects. Left to right: original images, manual labelling, NRR-PB, NRR-MV,

NonRigid-PB, NonRigid-MV, Affine-PB and Affine-MV.

to a more accurate segmentation with consistent contours, as

shown in Figure 6. This will be beneficial not only for the

measurement of clinical indices such as EDV and ESV, but

also for building a patient-specific cardiac mesh model which

normally requires consistent contours in the segmentation.
Regarding the computation time for label fusion, MV, LW

and PB respectively took about 0.1, 0.5 and 5 seconds. This is

negligible compared to the time used for image registration.

E. Clinical Indices

We measured the end-diastolic volume (EDV) and end-

systolic volume (ESV) for the left ventricle based on the

segmentation. The ejection fraction (EF) was then calculated

using the following equation,

EF =
EDV− ESV

EDV
× 100% . (13)

The ventricular mass (VM) was calculated from the end-

diastolic myocardial volume and using 1.05 gram/cm3 as the

density [57].
Figure 7 shows the Bland-Altman plots for segmentation

results using NRR-PB. The difference between automatic

measurement and ground truth is plotted against the ground

truth. The Bland-Altman plots show that for most of the

subjects, the automated measurement is in good agreement

with the manual measurement. Our segmentation method can

produce relatively accurate estimation of clinical indices.

TABLE V: Comparison of the mean Dice metrics between our

method and its hierarchical version. Hier stands for hierarchi-

cal weighted label fusion.

NRR-PB NonRigid-Hier NRR-Hier

Left ventricle 0.915 0.908 0.915

Right ventricle 0.886 0.871 0.883

Myocardium 0.824 0.811 0.823

F. Comparison to Hierarchically Weighted Label Fusion

Wolz et al. [38] proposed to apply patch-based segmentation

to abdominal CT scans with a hierarchical weighting scheme,

which consists of weighting at global level, organ level

and voxel level. Our method already consists of the global

level (atlas selection) and voxel level (patch-based similarity)

weighting. For comparison to Wolz’s method, we add an organ

level weighting into our method, which evaluates the weight

based on the organ-wise similarity between target and atlas as

well as the organ-wise agreement between atlases [38].

Table V compares the segmentation performance of our

method (NRR-PB) to its hierarchical version, combined with

both non-rigid registration (NonRigid-Hier) and registration

refinement (NRR-Hier). The original paper of Wolz et al.

used non-rigid registration only and corresponds to NonRigid-

Hier in this table. We have found that our method (NRR-PB)

performs significantly better than NonRigid-Hier (p < 0.001
for LV, RV and Myo) and slightly better than NRR-Hier

(p < 0.01 for RV and p > 0.1 for LV and Myo).

It has to be noted that Wolz’s hierarchical method was

designed for multi-organ segmentation in abdominal CT scans,

where the liver, spleen, pancreas and kidney are distributed

across a large field-of-view. Therefore, registration is more

difficult and each pairwise target-to-atlas registration can per-

form differently for different organs, for example, achieving a

good registration for the liver but a very bad registration for

the kidney and the target kidney is not aligned with the atlas

kidney at all. In that case, only using patch-based similarity

may associate the target patch with atlases patches with a

similar intensity pattern but very far from the kidney, even

from another organ. As a result, the target patch is likely to

be wrongly labelled. To counteract this effect, an organ-wise

weight was introduced to evaluate the organ-wise registration

performance and to assign a higher weight to organs that are
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(a) EDV (unit: mL) (b) ESV (unit: mL)

(c) Ejection fraction (unit: %) (d) Ventricular mass (unit: g)

Fig. 7: The Bland-Altman plots for segmentation results using NRR-PB. The difference between automatic measurement and

ground truth is plotted against the ground truth. The dark dashed line denotes the mean difference. The red dashed lines denote

±2 standard deviation.

well registered. In our application of cardiac images, the LV,

RV and myocardium are located closely to each other in a

small field-of-view. The image registration is unlikely to align

the heart with another organ. Therefore, an additional organ-

wise weighting may not be so important.

TABLE VI: Comparison of the mean Dice metrics between

our method and the sparse method.

NRR-PB NRR-Sparse Affine-PB Affine-Sparse

Left ventricle 0.915 0.909 0.887 0.881

Right ventricle 0.886 0.883 0.850 0.836

Myocardium 0.824 0.814 0.752 0.766

G. Comparison to Sparse Representation Classification

Tong et al. [32] proposed a sparse patch representation

method for hippocampus segmentation in brain images. The

atlas patches are considered as atoms in a dictionary and each

target patch is represented by a sparse linear combination

of the atoms (patches). The target label is then determined

by very few sparsely selected atlas patches, instead of by

all the atlas patches in the neighbourhood. Here we also

compare the proposed method to the sparse representation

method. Table VI lists the mean Dice metric for our method

and the sparse method. The original paper of Tong et al.

used affine registration only and corresponds to Affine-Sparse

in this table. We have found that our method (NRR-PB)

performs significantly better than Affine-Sparse (p < 0.001
for LV, RV and Myo) and also slightly better than NRR-

Sparse (p < 0.001 for LV and Myo and p > 0.01 for RV).

When we compare Affine-PB to Affine-Sparse, however, we

have found that Affine-Sparse performs significantly better

than Affine-PB for the myocardium (p < 0.01). This is

probably because when registration becomes less accurate such

as when using affine registration, there are fewer atlas patches

in the local search neighbourhood which are of the same

tissue class as the target patch especially for the myocardium

which is relatively thin and therefore the sparse representation

of the target patch becomes reasonable. This is similar to

the case in Tong’s work [32], where the hippocampus is

relatively a small structure and there are far more background

patches than hippocampus patches. In this kind of situation,

sparse representation becomes a powerful tool to pick up the

hippocampus patches.

H. Using Atlases from a Different Hospital

In the proposed label fusion model, we use the mean

squared difference metric and a Gaussian model to weight the

patch similarity. This model works well if all the images are

acquired at the same site, the same scanner and using the same

acquisition protocol so that the intensity scales are similar. If

the atlas image have a different intensity scale from the target
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(a) Target (b) Warped atlas

(c) Normalised atlas

Fig. 8: Segmentation using atlases acquired from a different

hospital. (a) Target image from Set 1; (b) Warped atlas image

from Set 2; (c) Atlas image after intensity normalisation.

image, we may need to perform intensity normalisation prior

to the calculation of the mean squared difference metric.

In this experiment, we segmented the 28 cardiac MR images

(Set 1) involved in the previous experiments using a different

set of 30 atlases (Set 2) acquired at a different hospital with

different acquisition parameters. Set 2 was acquired on a

1.5T Philips Achieva system (Best, Netherlands) with the

SSFP sequence using the following parameters: TR 2.9ms;

TE 1.5 ms; volume dimension 256×256×12; voxel spacing

1.45×1.45×10mm. Apart from these parameters, another ma-

jor difference is that the subjects in Set 2 are patients, whereas

the subjects in Set 1 are normal volunteers. As a result, the

image quality in Set 2 is sometimes worse than Set 1 since

some patients could not hold their breath steadily during the

acquisition. The LV cavity and LV myocardium were labelled

by an experienced imaging scientist for the ED frame for Set

2. Therefore, we only segmented the LV and myocardium at

the ED frame on Set 1 using the new atlas set.

Before label fusion, intensity normalisation was applied to

the warped atlas images from Set 2 by matching its intensity

histogram to the target image histogram [58]. Figures 8 (a)

and (b) respectively shows a target image from Set 1 and

a warped atlas image from Set 2. As can be seen, the my-

ocardium displays different intensity scales in the two images.

However, after intensity normalisation, Figure 8 (c) shows an

intensity scale similar to that of the target image, so that patch

comparison between the two images becomes possible.

TABLE VII: Comparison of the mean Dice overlap metric,

using selected atlases from different atlas sets.

15 atlases 15 atlases 30 atlases

from Set 1 from Set 2 from Sets 1+2

Left ventricle 0.940 0.924 0.941

Myocardium 0.799 0.754 0.802

Table VII lists the mean Dice overlap metrics for ED frame

segmentation over the 28 subjects of Set 1 using NRR-PB. We

compare the segmentation performance using three different

(a) ED (b) ED Segmentation

(c) ES (d) ES Segmentation

Fig. 9: RV endocardium and epicardium segmentation respec-

tively for the ED and ES phase using NRR-PB.

atlas sets, namely 15 atlases selected from Set 1, 15 atlases

selected from Set 2 and finally 30 atlases selected from Sets

1 and 2 combined. The atlas selection method is the same as

described in Section III-B. As Table VII shows, when atlases

from Set 2 are used to segment images from Set 1, we can still

achieve a Dice metric of 0.924 for the LV and 0.754 for the

myocardium, though it is lower than using atlases from Set 1

itself (p < 0.001). If we combine Sets 1 and 2 and select 30

atlases from the combined set, we can achieve a Dice metric

of 0.941 for the LV and 0.802 for the myocardium, which is

slightly higher than using 15 atlases from Set 1 but without

statistical significance (p > 0.1). However, this experiment

still shows that atlases acquired with a different scanner and a

different protocol can be used for the proposed method after

performing intensity normalisation for the atlases.

TABLE VIII: The mean Dice overlap metric (unit:1) and the

mean Hausdorff distance (HD, unit:mm) for RV endocardium

and epicardium on the MICCAI RV Segmentation Challenge

Data.

NonRigid-PB NRR-PB

Dice RV endo 0.755 0.794

RV epi 0.799 0.829

HD RV endo 9.77 8.63

RV epi 10.34 9.26

I. Application to MICCAI RV Segmentation Challenge Data

We participated in the MICCAI 2012 RV Segmentation

Challenge [11], [12], which was an on-site competition for the

segmentation of the RV endocardium and epicardium, and won

the first prize in the category for semi-automatic algorithms7.

Figure 9 shows an example of the segmentation results using

NRR-PB. As it shows, although the RV myocardium is thin

and a little vague, it is well delineated by our segmentation.

Table VIII lists the results for NonRigid-PB and NRR-PB. For

the on-site competition, we used the NonRigid-PB method.

7Five landmarks are used to initialise the RV image registration, which
takes only about 10 seconds per subject for human intervention. All the other
steps are automatic.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the experiments, we have found that registration accuracy

has a great impact on segmentation performance. With regis-

tration refinement, label fusion results can be improved. In

addition, when registration refinement is used, the difference

between different label fusion strategies becomes subtle. Even

majority voting can perform quite well in this case. However,

if the registration is not very accurate, for example when

affine registration is used, sophisticated label fusion strategies

such as the patch-based method play a very important role in

improving segmentation performance.

In Sabuncu’s model [23], the mapping field M was assumed

as a Markov random field (MRF). Three different cases

were discussed, namely local, global and semi-local weighted

voting. The latter two introduce regularisation for the mapping

field in order to smooth the resulting label map. In this paper,

the label map is not explicitly regularised. However, since

the weights are calculated from patches, it has an effect of

intrinsic regularisation [20]. For instance, the patches around

two neighbouring voxels in the target image have a large

percentage of overlap. When the weights between these two

patches and an atlas patch are calculated, the overlap can result

in smooth variation of the weights and subsequently smooth

variation of the label map estimate.

Multi-atlas label fusion involves estimation for the label

map L and estimation for the deformation fields {Φn}. The
proposed method can be regarded as an engineering solution

to the following optimisation problem:

L̂, {Φ̂n} = arg max
L,{Φn}

P (L|I, {In, Ln,Φn})

+
∑

n

[f(I, In(Φn)) + ω · g(P
L̂
, PLn

(Φn))] . (14)

In an alternating optimisation manner, we alternatively fix Φn

and update the first term in the cost function related to label

fusion, then fix L and update the remaining terms related to

image registration, so that the decomposed problems become

easier to solve than the original one. However, the price

for solving an easier problem is that sometimes alternating

optimisation may not converge to the same solution as the

original problem [59]. For our application, as shown by

Figure 5, solving this alternating optimisation problem is able

to improve performance compared to the conventional label

fusion method, where label fusion and image registration are

considered separately.

To conclude, we have proposed a patch-based label fusion

model. One of our contributions is that the patch-based model

is formulated in a probabilistic Bayesian framework. It is an

extension of the probabilistic model in [23] in the way that

multiple patches, instead of a single voxel, are extracted from

each atlas to account for the registration error. This extension

allows us to find the connection between the probabilistic

label fusion model and the recently proposed patch-based

segmentation method. The second contribution is that label

information is incorporated into image registration to improve

registration accuracy. Experimental results show that registra-

tion refinement improves segmentation accuracy, in terms of

both the Dice overlap metric and surface-to-surface distance.

The method produces reliable clinical indices which are in

good agreement with the manual measurements. It can provide

useful information for clinicians in cardiac disease diagnosis.
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